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WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY’S  

COMMENTS ON STAFF MEMORANDUM 

              

I. Introduction. 

 Wisconsin Electric Power Company (“Wisconsin Electric”) thanks Staff for its analysis 

of the Company’s proposed Solar Now and Dedicated Renewable Energy Resource (“DRER”) 

Pilots. Wisconsin Electric developed these Pilots in response to its customers’ growing interest in 

energy production from low cost and clean renewable resources while ensuring that non-

participating customers are not harmed. This customer interest is not surprising at all — the cost 

of renewable technologies has declined dramatically in the past decade. The proposed DRER 

Pilot mirrors Madison Gas and Electric’s renewable tariff that was approved by the Commission 

last year and the Solar Now Pilot is similar to renewable energy programs that have been 

approved in other states.
1
  

 If approved, these pilots will allow Wisconsin Electric to partner with commercial and 

industrial customers to invest in low cost renewable energy in Wisconsin that will help meet 

Wisconsin Electric’s future capacity needs. The Solar Now Pilot will enable interested 

municipal, school district and nonprofit customers to lease their rooftops or other property to 

                                                 
1
 Commissions in other states such as Arizona and Virginia have approved similar tariffs. See, e.g., Order, In rel. 

Arizona Public Service Company for Approval of Its 2015 Renewable Energy Standard Implementation Plan for 

Reset of Renewable Energy Adjustor, Docket No. E-01345A-14-0250 (Dec. 23, 2014); Order, Application of 

Virginia Electric and Power Company for approval of a Community Solar Program and for certification of 

proposed solar generation facilities, Docket No. PUE-2011-00117 (Nov. 28, 2012). 
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facilitate renewable development and take advantage of federal Investment Tax Credits, which 

they cannot do if they own eligible renewable resources. The Solar Now Pilot will also allow 

Wisconsin Electric to gain valuable experience operating distributed solar generation in 

Wisconsin and learn how to integrate such systems with its existing distribution system. If 

approved, the Solar Now Pilot will add only 35 MW to the Company’s approximately 6,100 MW 

generating portfolio. The Solar Now Pilot will also help meet the Company’s capacity needs at a 

modest cost — approximately $7 million in the first year, which equates to less than 0.25% of 

Wisconsin Electric’s total revenue requirement. The DRER Pilot is designed to enable customers 

to participate in the full benefits and costs of renewable ownership, while taking advantage of the 

economies of scale offered by utility-scale development of renewable resources.  

 Wisconsin Electric has received several letters of support from customers for these 

proposed pilots. Copies of these letters are attached as Exhibit A. 

 Wisconsin Electric’s comments on the Staff memorandum focus on four issues.
2
  

 Ownership of Renewable Resource Credits (“RRC”) for Solar Now and DRER 

Pilots. While Wisconsin Electric informed Staff and intervenors of this change 

earlier this month, Wisconsin Electric now formally proposes a modification to 

the Solar Now Pilot to enable participating customers to own the RRCs generated 

by the solar facilities that they are hosting on their rooftops and vacant land. If 

desired, Wisconsin Electric will transfer those RRCs to the participating customer 

and their value will be reflected in the lease payment. Wisconsin Electric also 

proposes to modify the DRER Pilot to allow customers to receive all of the RRCs 

                                                 
2
 Staff raises a threshold question of why, if Wisconsin Electric could enter into rooftop leases without Commission 

approval, the Commission needs to act on the Solar Now Pilot at all. (Staff Memo at 5-6). The simple answer is that 

Wisconsin Electric does not want to embark on a significant — and, for Wisconsin, novel — program like Solar 

Now without first working with the Commission to ensure that it is reasonable and prudent for all of Wisconsin 

Electric’s customers. 
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generated from their dedicated renewable resources, eliminating a limit on that 

ownership.  

 Deferral of Solar Now costs. Wisconsin Electric agrees to Staff’s proposed 

conditions for deferral of the costs the Company will incur to implement Solar 

Now. 

 DRER Pilot—Staff’s proposed capacity credit value change. Staff has proposed to 

lower the value of capacity credits provided to participating customers under the 

DRER. Wisconsin Electric opposes this change since it would harm participation 

in the program, disincentivize investment in renewable energy and potentially 

result in cross-subsidization to non-participating customers.  

 Third-party ownership and other issues raised in public comments. While outside 

the scope of this proceeding, Wisconsin Electric will briefly address the public 

comments filed in this docket, which express a preference for third party 

ownership models that are not authorized under Wisconsin law and raise a host of 

extraneous issues.  

II. Wisconsin Electric proposes amendments to the Solar Now and DRER Pilots 

that will allow customers to obtain the full benefit of RRCs generated by 

their hosted or subscribed renewable facilities. 

 As originally proposed, Wisconsin Electric would have retained ownership of RRCs 

generated by facilities installed under the Solar Now tariff. However, as Wisconsin Electric has 

discussed the Solar Now Pilot with customers, one common theme has been that customers 

would like the option of taking ownership of the RRCs generated by their hosted solar facilities.
3
 

This change would allow these customers to effectively use the output of the hosted facilities to 

meet their renewable energy goals and “green targets.” In response to these requests, Wisconsin 

                                                 
3
 This concern was also raised in one of the public comments filed in this case. (PSC Ref. No. 354334, at 3). 
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Electric proposes to amend the Solar Now Pilot to give participating customers the 

opportunity—but not the obligation—to purchase the RRCs.  

 For customers who choose to take ownership of the RRCs, their value will be reflected in 

the lease payment. The value will be set at the outset of the contract at the then-current market 

price for such credits and will not change during the twenty-year-plus term of the service 

agreement. Each month, this price will be multiplied by the number of RRCs generated by the 

hosted solar facilities in the prior month, and the lease payment due to the customer under Solar 

Now will be reduced by that amount. The RRCs will be transferred to the customer, who will 

have legal title to them and may use them in whatever way suits their needs; Staff’s memo sums 

it up nicely by saying that this will “enable[] the customer to make the official claim that they are 

using the renewable energy from the designated resource(s).” (Staff Memo p. 12).  

 For customers who choose not to own the RRCs, their lease payments will not be offset 

by the value of the RRCs, and Wisconsin Electric will retain ownership of the RRCs.  

 A redlined version of the Solar Now tariff reflecting these changes is attached as Exhibit 

B. 

 Finally, Wisconsin Electric also proposes a change to the DRER Pilot to give customers 

the full benefit of RRCs. As originally proposed, participating customers would have received 

ownership of RRCs generated by subscribed facilities up to the amount of energy generated that 

is eligible for the energy credit. Wisconsin Electric now proposes to allow customers to own all 

RRCs generated by the renewable resources to which the customer has subscribed.
4
 A redlined 

version of the DRER tariff reflecting these changes is attached as Exhibit C. 

                                                 
4
 This concern was raised in one of the public comments filed in this case. (PSC Ref. No. 354334, at 3). 
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III. Wisconsin Electric does not object to Staff’s conditions on deferral of the cost 

of Solar Now until the next rate case. 

 Staff proposes two reasonable conditions for deferral of the costs to implement the Solar 

Now Pilot that Wisconsin Electric will incur before its next rate case. (Staff Memo at 8). First, 

Staff proposes that the Commission expressly condition approval of deferral on its being non-

binding (i.e., deferral does not guarantee recovery in a future rate proceeding) and for accounting 

purposes only. Second, Staff asserts that Wisconsin Electric should be required to provide 

“information and documentation regarding the costs and benefits of its Solar Now program to aid 

the Commission in its decision making regarding the recovery of the deferral in a future rate 

case.” Wisconsin Electric does not object to these conditions.  

IV. The Commission should reject Staff’s suggested alternative concerning 

capacity credits under the DRER Pilot. 

 Under the DRER, participating industrial and commercial customers will pay the capital 

and operations and maintenance costs associated with a designated portion of a utility-scale 

renewable energy resource, and will receive payment for the capacity and energy value 

associated with their ownership share in the resource. Thus, participating customers will share in 

both the costs and benefits of the resource as if they owned the resource directly. This structure 

also ensures that non-participating customers are not in any way subsidizing this renewable 

investment.  

Staff correctly recognizes that the future payments to customers under the DRER will 

change over time; again, though, this would be the case if the customer owned the resource 

directly.
5
 To the extent such changes represent a risk, the risk is appropriately placed with the 

                                                 
5
 Changes in the future benefits received by customers will be driven almost exclusively by the tariff’s energy credit, 

which will be tied to Locational Marginal Prices. While there may be some year-to-year changes in the amount of 

capacity accreditation each facility receives to account for actual performance based on the MISO Business 

Practices Manual, Staff incorrectly asserts that the capacity accreditation formula could be materially impacted by 
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participating customer rather than the utility’s other, non-participating customers. For these 

reasons, the changes in the market value generated by the resource does not require rejection or 

alteration of the proposed DRER Pilot. 

 Wisconsin Electric has proposed that customers who pay for capacity that the utility 

would otherwise have to build to meet demand and reserve margins should be paid the full 

avoided cost of that capacity. In other words, under the DRER Pilot such customers would 

receive a capacity payment based on CONE—the “cost of new entry,” or the full cost of building 

new, long-term capacity in the MISO footprint.  

 As an alternative, Staff suggests that the Commission may want to order lower capacity 

credits for participating customers. Specifically, Staff suggests that the Commission could 

consider a payment that splits the difference between CONE (i.e. the cost of long-term capacity) 

and the cost of short-term capacity, which is based on the results of MISO’s annual Planning 

Resource Auction (“PRA”). The Commission should reject this proposal because, as explained 

below, it fails to recognize the full contribution of participating customers and results in having 

participating customers subsidize customers who choose not to participate in the Pilot. Staff’s 

proposal would also be harmful to the success of the Pilot because it could discourage 

investment in renewables through the DRER.  

 First, accepting Staff’s alternative would not adequately compensate participating 

customers. Customers who pay for renewable resources through the DRER Pilot allow 

Wisconsin Electric and all of its customers to avoid the cost of that generating capacity. The best 

estimate of this avoided cost is CONE, which represents the long-term value of installed 

                                                                                                                                                             
the MTEP19 Futures Development Workshop. (Staff Memo at 4). That workshop is focused on how capacity is 

evaluated for transmission planning and not for resource adequacy planning. This demonstrates why Staff is wrong 

to assert that the capacity accreditation value could negatively impact the lease payments made to Solar Now 

participants based on the MTEP19 Futures Development Workshop.  
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capacity, and that is exactly what Wisconsin Electric proposes to pay to participating customers. 

Staff’s proposal to pay these participating customers something less than CONE is not fair to 

those customers because it would not only shortchange participating customers, but would also 

subsidize non-participating customers. Adopting Staff’s recommendation would mean that non-

participating customers would get the full benefit of the avoided cost of new capacity at an 

effective discount.  

 Second, Staff’s alternative would discourage investment in Wisconsin-based renewables 

and make customers less likely to participate in the DRER Pilot. Staff points out that customers 

must “consider the likelihood of scenarios in which the customer would ultimately improve, lose, 

or break-even on the customer’s investment at the end of the contract period.” (Staff Memo, p. 

13). Wisconsin Electric agrees that such analysis is important. To that end, the chart below 

shows the estimated net present value savings or costs for participating customers of three 

alternatives: setting capacity payments at (1) CONE; (2) the short-term capacity auction price; or 

(3) splitting the difference. As is shown below, anything other than Wisconsin Electric’s 

proposed capacity payment will result in participating customers losing money on a net present 

value basis over the term of their contracts under the DRER Pilot.
6
 

                                                 
6
 This chart reflects the “all in” costs and benefits to customers under the DRER Pilot. In other words, it reflects the 

full cost of “owning” the renewable assets and assumes that payments for energy are at projected market prices. 
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V. Public comments raise issues that are beyond the scope of this proceeding. 

 Some members of the public have filed comments in this docket opposing the Solar Now 

Pilot on grounds that go well beyond the scope of issues presented here. The comments, for 

example, argue in favor of changing the law regarding third party ownership of distributed 

generation resources, claim that distributed generation owned by utilities is more expensive than 

that owned by private developers, advocate changes to Wisconsin Electric’s net metering and 

distributed generation tariffs, call for changes to interconnection rules, argue for expansion of 

Focus on Energy programs related to distributed generation, and claim that Wisconsin Electric is 

attempting to “create a regulated monopoly for distributed generation.” (See, e.g., PSC Ref. Nos. 

354334, 354327). The Commission should decline the invitation to turn this docket into generic 

docket for statewide distributed generation policy.  
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 Wisconsin Electric’s Solar Now Pilot proposal will not cause the sky to fall on 

independent solar developers. Rather, the Pilot promotes an alternative for Wisconsinites to 

access renewable energy in a way that is consistent with Wisconsin law. Some public comments 

express dissatisfaction with the current state of the law regarding third party ownership in 

Wisconsin. If only the law were different, the commenters contend, then alternative financing 

strategies would be available to customers and make developers’ projects more attractive. 

However, as this Commission held a year ago, “any such determination on a potentially 

significant change in energy policy in Wisconsin should come from the Legislature rather than 

from the Commission.” Order, Applicability of Wis. Stat. § 196.01(5)(a) to Third Party 

Financing of Distributed Energy Resource Systems in Wisconsin, 9300-DR-102 (Dec. 22, 2017). 

This docket is not (and, indeed, cannot be) the place to address such issues. 

 It is unfortunate that certain renewable energy advocates are opposed to Solar Now, 

which will result in much more rapid expansion of solar energy deployment in Wisconsin than 

can be achieved by thousands of smaller, residential rooftop installations. Solar Now is not 

available to residential customers, so developers that focus on that market have nothing to fear 

from this proposed pilot.  

 Asserted concerns about competition should not stand in the way of approval, as the 

proposed pilot programs will give Wisconsin Electric’s customers more options for renewable 

generation, not less. Some of the developers also claim (incorrectly and without basis) that Solar 

Now will result in higher costs for participating customers. If that is true, then they should have 

no trouble convincing those customers to buy solar energy systems from them rather than choose 

the utility’s offerings.  
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VI. Conclusion 

 Wisconsin Electric’s proposed renewable Pilots balance the need of the utility for 

additional capacity with its customers’ interests in access to affordable, locally-based, renewable 

generation. Thus, for the reasons stated above and in its application, Wisconsin Electric urges the 

Commission to approve its Solar Now and DRER pilot tariffs, as amended. 

Respectfully submitted this 18th day of December, 2018. 

 

 

 

QUARLES & BRADY LLP 

/s/ Bradley D. Jackson   

Bradley D. Jackson 

Joe Wilson 
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Madison, WI 53703 

(608) 283-2675 

bradley.jackson@quarles.com 

joe.wilson@quarles.com 

 

Catherine Phillips 

WEC Business Services, LLC 

231 W. Michigan Street 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

 

Attorneys for Applicant 

Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
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November 15, 2018 


Ms. Steffany Powell Coker 
Secretary to the Commission 


inc. 


Public Service Commission of\Visconsin 
P. 0. Box 7854
Madison, WI 53707-7854


Re: Application of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an Electric Public Utility, for 
Approval to Implement a Solar Now Pilot Tariff and a Dedicated Renewable Energy 
Resource Pilot Tariff- Docket No. 6630-TE-102 


Dear Ms. Powell Coker: 


In a letter dated October 12, 2018, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, doing business as We 
Energies, formally requested the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin grant approval to 
implement two pilot programs allm,dng the utility to partner with its customers to develop 
renewable energy in the state of Wisconsin. 


Renewable energy partnership programs, like those proposed by We Energies in this docket, 
should be encouraged. We are writing to communicate our support for We Energies' request and 
to respectfully urge the Commission's prompt approval of We Energies' proposed pilots. 


Serigraph is always looking for opportunities to become more sustainable since healthy 
communities require clean air and natural resources. 


If we can provide further information or answer any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 


Thank you for yom consideration. 


Nicholas C Lei£ 
Vice Pre.qident-Compliance 
262 335 7306 
nleifeld@serigraph.com 


Exhibit A







November 27, 2018 


Ms. Steffany Powell Coker 
Secretary to the Commission 
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 
P. 0. Box 7854
Madison, WI 53707-7854


Expect 


Re: Application of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an Electric Public Utility, for Approval to Implement a Solar Now Pilot Tariff 
and a Dedicated Renewable Energy Resource Pilot Tariff- Docket No. 6630-TE-102 


Dear Ms. Powell Coker: 


In a letter dated October 12, 2018, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, doing business as We Energies, formally requested the Public 
Service Commission of Wisconsin grant approval to implement two pilot programs allowing the utility to partner with its customers 
to develop renewable energy in the state of Wisconsin. 


Renewable energy partnership programs, like those proposed by We Energies in this docket, should be encouraged. I am writing on 
behalf of the School District of New Berlin to communicate our support for We Energies' request and to respectfully urge the 
Commission's prompt approval of We Energies' proposed pilots. 


The School District of New Berlin was encouraged by State Representative Mike Kuglitsch to reach out to WE Energies to learn more 
about the Solar Now Pilot Tariff with the suggestion the program may be mutually beneficial to both WE Energies as well as the 
District. 


The School District has been in conversation with representatives of WE Energies and is interested in becoming a partner for the 
location of solar panels on roofs of our buildings and/ or on one of our sites, as appropriate to the needs of the project. The School 
District will benefit from this partnership through the opportunity to provide "real life" experience to students on the production of 
solar power, including measurement and assessment of power and the distribution thereof. This will be accomplished through on
site co-location of solar generation panels as well as meters and instructional materials with direct application on the use and 
distribution of solar power. Further, the District will receive a financial incentive from WE Energies in the form of rent payments. 


If we can provide further information or answer any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me by email to roger.dickson@nbexcellence.org or phone 262-789-6210. 


Thank you for your consideration. 


Since,ely, � 


Rog 'JDi � 
Chi ina�nd Operations Officer 
School District of New Berlin 
262.789.6210 


School District of New Berlin 
4333 S Sunnyslope Road 
New Berlin, WI 53151 


262-789-6200
262-786-0512 FAX
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BOARD OF EOUCA TION 


David Weber, President 
Mike Sealander, Vice President 
Chris Petreikis, Clerk 
Jennifer Payne, Deputy Clerk 
Becky Nordine, Treasurer 
Jim Mulleady, Member 
Phillip Epping. Member 


November 27, 2018 


Ms. Steffany Powell Coker 
Secretary to the Commission 


Northland Pines School District 


1800 Pleasure Island Road • Eagle River, WI 54521 
Phone: 715-479-6487 • Fax: 715-479-7633 


www.npsd.kl2.wi.us 


Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 
P. 0. Box 7854
Madison, WI 53 707-7854


ADMINISTRATION 


Scott Foster, District Administrator 


Re: Application of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an Electric Public Utility, for Approval to 
Implement a Solar Now Pilot Tariff and a Dedicated Renewable Energy Resource Pilot Tariff
Docket No. 6630-TE-102 


Dear Ms. Powell Coker: 


We are writing in support of Wisconsin Electric Power Company's ( d/b/a We Energies) October 12, 2018 
filing with the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin requesting approval to implement two pilot 
programs allowing the utility to partner with its customers to develop renewable energy in the state of 


Wisconsin. 


Northland Pines School District represents the City of Eagle River and 8 municipalities covering 
approximately 4 7 4 square miles. The School District believes in being a good steward of the environment. 
We support the use of renewable energy and its positive impact on the environment. In that regard, we are 
interested in partnering with We Energies on the Solar Now pilot program. Partnering with We Energies 


on the program would provide an opportunity for the School District to reduce its carbon footprint and 
reduce some of its energy costs. Locating the solar facilities at the Land O'Lakes Elementary School will 
provide an educational opportunity for our students to develop a better understanding of renewable energy. 


Renewable energy partnership programs, like those proposed by We Energies in this docket, should be 
encouraged. We are writing to communicate our support for We Energies' request and to respectfully urge 
the Commission's prompt approval of We Energies' proposed pilots. 


If we can provide further information or answer any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Scott Foster, 
District Administrator, at 715-479-6487, Option 1, Ext. 1. or by email at sfoster@npsd.k12.wi.us Thank 
you for your consideration. 


David Weber 
Board President 


Northland Pines School District is dedicated to empowering all individuals to reach their potential. 


Exhibit A







December 12, 2018 


Ms. Steffany Powell Coker 
Secretary to the Commission 
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 
P. O. Box 7854 
Madison, WI  53707-7854 


Re: Application of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an Electric Public Utility, for 
Approval to Implement a Solar Now Pilot Tariff and a Dedicated Renewable Energy 
Resource Pilot Tariff – Docket No. 6630-TE-102 


Dear Ms. Powell Coker: 


In a letter dated October 12, 2018, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, doing business as We 
Energies, formally requested the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin grant approval to 
implement two pilot programs allowing the utility to partner with its customers to develop 
renewable energy in the state of Wisconsin.     


Renewable energy partnership programs, like those proposed by We Energies in this docket, 
should be encouraged. We are writing to communicate our support for We Energies’ request 
and to respectfully urge the Commission’s prompt approval of We Energies’ proposed pilots. 


If we can provide further information or answer any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at 262.636.9111. 


Thank you for your consideration. 


Sincerely, 


Cory Mason 
Mayor, City of Racine 
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CITY OF PORT WASHINGTON I OFFICE OF CITY ADMINISTRATOR 


Mark E. Grams, City Administrator 


December 12, 2018 


Ms. Steffany Powell Coker 
Secretary to the Commission 
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 
P. 0. Box 7854
Madison, WI 53707-7854


Re: Application of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an Electric Public Utility, for 
Approval to Implement a Solar Now Pilot Tariff and a Dedicated Renewable Energy 
Resource Pilot Tariff- Docket No. 6630-TE-102 


Dear Ms. Powell Coker: 


In a letter dated October 12, 2018, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, doing business as We 
Energies, formally requested the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin grant approval to 
implement two pilot programs allowing the utility to partner with its customers to develop 
renewable energy in the state of Wisconsin. 


Renewable energy partnership programs, like those proposed by We Energies in this docket, 
should be encouraged. We are writing to communicate our support for We Energies' request and 
to respectfully urge the Commission's prompt approval of We Energies' proposed pilots. 


If we can provide further information or answer any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at 262-284-5585 or by email at mgrams(a),cpwwi.org. 


Thank you for your consideration. 


Sincerely, 


ark Grams 
City Administrator 


100 West Grand Avenue• P.O. Box 307 • Port Washington, WI 53074 
Phone: (262) 284-5585 • Fax (262) 284-7224 


Email: mgrams@cpvvvvi.org 
vvvvvv.CityofPortWashington.com 
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December 14th, 2018 


Ms. Steffany Powell Coker 


Secretary to the Commission 


Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 


P. 0. Box 7854


Madison, WI 53707-7854


Re: Application of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an Electric Public Utility, for 


Approval to Implement a Solar Now Pilot Tariff and a Dedicated Renewable Energy 


Resource Pilot Tariff - Docket No. 6630-TE-102 


Dear Ms. Powell Coker: 


In a letter dated October 12, 2018, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, doing business as We 


Energies, formally requested the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin grant approval to 


implement two pilot programs allowing the utility to partner with its customers to develop 


renewable energy in the state of Wisconsin. 


Renewable energy partnership programs, like those proposed by We Energies in this docket, 


should be encouraged. We are writing to communicate our support for We Energies' request and 


to respectfully urge the Commission's prompt approval of We Energies' proposed pilots. 


Over the past two years my organization has implemented 3rd party ownership models for non


profits interested in pursuing solar power. After hearing first hand from WE Energies employees 


about the details of the proposed Solar Now pilot program, we strongly support this new 


initiative and additionally we believe it is superior to yd party ownership. Utilities 


companies should take a leadership role in assisting non-profits pursuing solar power and we 


commend WE Energies for designing this program. 


If we can provide further information or answer any questions, please do not hesitate to contact 


me at 414 403 3930. 


Thank you for your consideration. 


Sincerely, 


Seamus Fitzgerald 


Director, Overhead Solar 


414-403-3930


seamus@overheadproj ect. org


overheadsolar. org
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UNIVERSITY 
LAKE SCHOOL 


mt ,osn 


w H ERE BftiLLian.ce, BEG I N s


December 14, 2018 


Ms. Steffany Powell Coker 
Secretary to the Commission 
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 
P. 0. Box 7854
Madison, WI 53707-7854


Re: Application of Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an Electric Public Utility, for 
Approval to Implement a Solar Now Pilot Tariff and a Dedicated Renewable Energy 
Resource Pilot Tariff-Docket No. 6630-TE-102 


Dear Ms. Powell Coker: 


In a letter dated October 12, 2018, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, doing business as We 
Energies, formally requested the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin grant approval to 
implement two pilot programs allowing the utility to partner with its customers to develop 
renewable energy in the state of Wisconsin. 


Renewable energy partnership programs, like those proposed by We Energies in this docket, 
should be encouraged. We are writing to communicate our support for We Energies' request and 
to respectfully urge the Commission's prompt approval of We Energies' proposed pilots. 


The University lake School supports the Wisconsin Electric Power Company proposal for a 
myriad of reasons, which include: 


• As a school, supporting this proposal is in keeping with our educational philosophy of
teaching the next generation the importance of environmental stewardship


• We intend to implement an applied science curriculum around solar energy in
conjunction with the implementation of this plan.


If we can provide further information or answer any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact Timothy Homer, Head of Administration, at timothy.homer@universitylake.org or 262-
367-6011.


Thank you for your consideration. 


Sincerely, 


r �JLa-1 
TLthy Hori:e� . ( 
Head of Administration 


4024 NAGAWICKA ROAD I P.O. BOX 290 I HARTLAND, WI 53029 


P: (262) 367-6011 I F: (262) 367-3146 I UNIVERSITYLAKE.ORG 
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		Customer Support Letters Through 12.12.18
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EXHIBIT B 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
Volume 19 – Electric Rates   Revision 0 Sheet xxxxx 


        Amendment No. xxx 
Effective In All Areas Served In Wisconsin        SPS-EN 


N 
“SOLAR NOW” SOLAR PV SYSTEM HOSTING PILOT PROGRAM 


AVAILABILITY 


This pilot program is available to customers of Wisconsin Electric Power Company (the “Company”) who 
desire to host a company-owned Solar PV System (defined for purposes of this pilot program as solar 
panels, inverter(s), cabling, mounting, trackers – if applicable - and associated controls) with up to 2.25 
MWac nameplate capacity on their rooftop or ground mount site. There is a total cap of 35 MWac available 
for this pilot of which 10 MWac of nameplate capacity will be reserved for non-profit customers (school 
district, local government, church, etc.). Participation in this pilot program will be limited to customers on a 
commercial or industrial rate. 


RATE 


A customer participating in this pilot program will receive a monthly payment for hosting the Solar PV 
System. The lease payment paid by the Company to the customer shall be the value of the Midcontinent 
Independent System Operator (“MISO”) accredited capacity of the Solar PV System multiplied by the 
value of capacity, as defined below, up to the customer’s firm demand at the time the service agreement 
is entered into. The lease payment shall be paid to the customer in monthly installments equal to one 
twelfth (1/12th) of the annual amount. 


The value of capacity for a Solar PV System will be determined at the time the service agreement 
between the Company and the customer is executed, as determined by MISO’s then current Business 
Practice Manual (“BPM”), and will be fixed for the duration of the service agreement. The value of 
capacity is the MISO zone 2 cost of new entry (CONE) for the MISO Resource Adequacy Planning Year 
in which the service agreement is executed. This value of capacity definition is subject to change. 


Customers entering into a service agreement under this pilot will be responsible for all rates, adjustments, 
and credits specified in the customer's otherwise-applicable rate schedule.  This includes, but is not 
limited to, facilities charges; energy charges; fuel cost adjustment; on-peak and customer maximum 
demand charges; and minimum charges, all based on the customer’s actual consumption for the billing 
period, at the rates under their otherwise applicable rate schedule.   


Nothing in this pilot program shall prevent a customer from taking service under schedules ERER-1, 
ERER-2, ERER-3 or ERER-4, also known as the Company’s “Energy for Tomorrow” programs. 


All energy generated by a Solar PV System subject to this pilot would will be delivered to the Company’s 
distribution system and all rights to renewable energy attributes would remain with the Company. 


A participating customer may, at its sole discretion, elect to receive the Renewable Resource Credits as 
defined by Wis. Stat. § 196.198(3) (“renewable energy attributes”),generated by the Solar PV System(s) 
hosted by that customer. If the customer so elects, the lease payments made to the customer by the 
Company will be reduced by the value of the renewable energy attributes. Each month, the renewable 
energy attribute value will be determined by multiplying the renewable energy attribute market price at the 
time the service agreement is executed by the quantity of renewable energy attributes generated by the 
hosted Solar PV System(s) in the prior month.  The renewable energy attribute value will not be adjusted 
during the term of the service agreement. This election must be made at the time the service agreement 
is executed and the participating customer’s election will be binding for the term of the service agreement. 
If the participating customer elects not to receive the renewable energy attributes, all rights to renewable 
energy attributes generated by the Solar PV System(s) hosted by that customer will be retained by the 
Company. 
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N 
“SOLAR NOW” SOLAR PV SYSTEM HOSTING PILOT PROGRAM 


CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY 


1. Participation in this pilot program requires a written service agreement between the Company and
the customer. Each written service agreement will address, among other topics, the following: (a)
duration of the service agreement, (b) size of the system, (c) basis of the lease payment, (d)
insurance requirements related to the Solar PV System, (e) the survival of the lease, and all
associated terms, if the property is sold or transferred during the term of the lease, and (f)
decommissioning of the Solar PV System at the end of its life, (g) ownership of the renewable
energy attributes generated by the hosted Solar PV System, and (h) the value of each renewable
energy attribute generated during the term of the service agreement, if the customer elects to own
the renewable energy attributes.


2. The Company will retain ownership of and responsibility for the operation and maintenance of
each Solar PV System subject to this pilot.


3. An individual customer, which is defined by tax ID for non-governmental entities or a single unit of
government (e.g., municipality, county, school district, etc.) may host multiple Solar PV Systems
up to a total of 2.25 MWac  in aggregate.  Customers hosting aggregated systems of this sort will
not be able to exceed the firm demand of each aggregating customer’s firm demand for purposes
of the pilot program.   The details regarding aggregation and billing will be addressed in individual
service agreements.


4. Participation in this pilot program may be limited by the Company.  For example, the Company
reserves the right to limit customer participation in this pilot based on a customer’s bill payment
and collection history.  Further, participation shall be subject to an assessment of the solar
resource and structural and environmental engineering suitability of the identified rooftop or ground
mount location.


5. All other Conditions of Delivery of the customer’s applicable rate schedule(s) shall apply.  If there
is a discrepancy between the base rate schedule and this tariff, this tariff shall govern.
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N 
DEDICATED RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE (DRER) PILOT PROGRAM 


AVAILABILITY 


Available to customers currently taking service under one of Wisconsin Electric Power Company’s (“the 
Company’s”) general secondary, general primary or lighting rate schedules who wish to purchase all or a 
portion of their electricity requirements from dedicated renewable energy resources as outlined below. 
There is a participation limit of 150 MWac of existing customer load and no limit if the customer’s load 
applicable to this pilot is new to the Company’s system at the time of entering in to a service agreement. 


RATE 


A customer taking service under this pilot will be responsible for all rates, adjustments, and credits 
specified in the customer's otherwise applicable rate schedule(s).  This includes, but is not limited to, 
facilities charges; energy charges; fuel cost adjustment; on-peak and customer maximum demand 
charges; and minimum charges, all based on the customer’s actual consumption for the billing period, at 
the rates under their otherwise applicable rate schedule. Additionally, a participating customer will pay the 
cost of the dedicated renewable energy resource, as agreed upon in  the corresponding Dedicated 
Renewable Energy Resource (“DRER”) service agreement, and shall receive the following bill credits 
associated with the energy production and capacity accreditation of each contracted dedicated renewable 
energy resource:  


1. A bill credit for the renewable energy generated specifically for the customer by the dedicated
renewable energy resource.  Such bill credit shall be determined based on the Energy Credit
Value applied to the lesser of the energy generated by the dedicated renewable energy resource
for the customer or the customer’s actual energy consumption, for each 60 minute interval in the
billing period.  Any excess generation above a customer’s load for a given 60 minute interval will
be provided to non-participating customers at no cost.  Energy Credit Values will be based on the
settled market value of the produced energy less any Midcontinent Independent System Operator
(“MISO”) charges established for a MISO pricing node, but in no case shall an hourly Energy
Credit value be less than zero. Pricing node to be determined and included in the DRER service
agreement.


2. A bill credit based on the amount of capacity, as accredited by MISO and up to the customer’s
billed maximum demand, for any dedicated renewable energy resource subject to this pilot.  The
capacity credit will be equal to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the annual amount. The credit value will be
either a long term capacity credit or a short term capacity credit determined based upon the
Company’s capacity need/position during the MISO Resource Adequacy Planning Year (June 1
through the following May 31) in which a dedicated renewable energy resource is expected to
achieve commercial operation. The capacity credit will only be available to the extent the
dedicated renewable energy resource receives accreditation from MISO and it does not exceed a
customer’s maximum billed demand in each billing period.


A long term capacity credit will be available to a subscribing customer to the extent that the
Company has an unfilled capacity need starting in that MISO Resource Adequacy Planning Year
and there are no actively participating customers on the waiting list for a long-term capacity credit.
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N 
DEDICATED RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE (DRER) PILOT 


RATE (continued) 


If a long term capacity credit is not available, a participating customer will be provided a short-term 
capacity credit and placed on the waiting list for a long term capacity credit, on a ‘first come, first 
served’ basis. The long-term capacity credit is the MISO zone 2 cost of new entry (CONE) for the 
MISO Resource Adequacy Planning Year in which the DRER service agreement is executed if the 
DRER qualifies for a long-term capacity credit. The short-term capacity credit is the MISO zone 2 
planning resource adequacy auction clearing price that is in effect on the date in which the service 
agreement is executed.  These capacity credit definitions are subject to change.  


Renewable Energy Attributes 


Participating customers will be assigned all renewable energy attributes, including Renewable Energy 
Credits, equal toregardless of the amount of energy that is used to calculate the participating customer’s 
energy credit as defined in paragraph “1.” within the “Rate” section above.  


Minimum Charge 


The charges from the customer’s otherwise applicable rate schedule plus any charges as defined in the 
DRER service agreement. 


Late Payment Charge 


A one percent (1%) per month late payment charge will be applied to outstanding charges. 


CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY 


1. Service under this pilot requires a written DRER service agreement between the Company and the
customer which provides for the dedication of a new (as defined in Condition of Delivery 3(i)
below) Wisconsin-based renewable energy resource that is owned by the Company and dedicated
to a specific customer and interconnected to either the American Transmission Company (“ATC”)
transmission system or the Company’s distribution system.  The customer will be responsible for
all the costs associated with and identified in the DRER service agreement without limitation.


2. References to MISO and ATC are as defined herein and shall also refer to their successors.


3. The DRER service agreement shall not harm (1) other customers of the Company who are not
subject to the DRER service agreement, or (2) the shareholders of the Company. The DRER
service agreement must include, but is not limited to, the following:


a. Details about the dedicated renewable energy resource facility, including but not limited to
(1) source (project description including equipment type, costs, location, etc.); (2) size in
kW and projected kWh energy produced; (3) total percentage of anticipated consumption
coincident with energy production); (4) project timeline.
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N 
DEDICATED RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE (DRER) PILOT 


CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY (continued) 


b. Details about the costs associated with the dedicated renewable energy resource facility,
without limitation, which are included in the DRER service agreement.


c. Nameplate capacity and the estimated applicable MISO accredited capacity value of the
dedicated renewable energy resource facility.


d. Provision to address early termination by either the Company or the customer.
e. Provision to address default by either the Company or the customer in fulfilling obligations


under the DRER service agreement.
f. Information regarding customer credit worthiness.
g. Specified DRER service agreement term.
h. The specific MISO pricing node that will be used to determine the Energy Credit Value.
i. Identification of whether the customer would qualify for the long-term or short-term


capacity credit at the time the associated dedicated renewable energy resource is
expected to achieve commercial operation (new) or when the dedicated renewable energy
resource is dedicated to the customer’s use (existing).


4. The DRER service agreement must be filed with and approved by the Public Service Commission
of Wisconsin (PSCW) in accordance with Wis. Stat. 196.192.  Any amendments to the
executed DRER service agreement must also be filed with and approved by the PSCW.  If the
PSCW raises specific issues with a DRER service agreement, the Company and the customer will
be allowed a reasonable time period to address those issues before the PSCW approves or denies
the DRER service agreement.


5. Within a reasonable time (30 days) after receiving a request from a customer the Company will
meet with the customer to begin discussions to determine if mutually agreeable terms can be
reached with respect to a dedicated renewable energy resource in accordance with Wis. Stat.
196.192.


6. A customer, which is defined by tax ID for non-governmental entities or a single unit of government
(e.g., municipality, county, school district, etc.), with multiple accounts eligible for this pilot, may
aggregate any of its eligible accounts under a single DRER service agreement application with the
Company, up to a maximum number of accounts as determined by the Company on a case-by
case basis.   The details regarding aggregation and billing will be addressed in the service
agreement.   Under no circumstances will multiple customers be allowed to aggregate eligible
accounts under a single service agreement application.


7. Any customer choosing to be served under this pilot thereby waives all rights to any billing
adjustments arising from a claim that the bill for the customer’s service would be cheaper on any
alternative rate schedule for any period of time, including any rights under Wis. Admin. Code PSC
113.0406(4).


8. Pilot participation may be limited at the sole discretion of the Company.  Additionally, the Company
reserves the right to limit customer specific participation on this pilot based on a customer’s bill
payment and collection history.
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CONDITIONS OF DELIVERY (continued) 


9. Customers shall be bound by, and receive and pay for service furnished hereunder in accordance
with (i) the rates, terms and conditions of the DRER; (ii) the rates, terms and conditions of their
otherwise applicable rate schedule(s), (iii) the Company’s Rules and Regulations; and (iv) any
future modifications of such rates, terms, conditions, and rules and regulations that may be
ordered or approved by the PSCW.  To the extent that there are conflicts among any of the
foregoing, the specific provisions of this pilot shall govern.
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